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1 INTRODUCTION

A sociotechnical system is one where multiple agents, as autonomous social entities, interact with
each other via technical components Chopra et al. [2014] and Kafalı et al. [2016, 2020]. We under-
stand a sociotechnical system as a normative multiagent system (nMAS) that is governed via
norms [Singh 2013] that regulate interactions among autonomous agents. Specifying an nMAS is
nontrivial when the participating agents’ requirements conflict with each other.

Example: Consider a tradeoff scenario regarding safety, patient privacy, and national security in
a hospital setting. Among three stakeholders, the hospital administration values safety over the
other two, the legal department values patient privacy over the other two, and the government
agency values national security over the other two. If we represent this setting as an nMAS, then
there are three requirements: The hospital administration has the requirement “R1: Physicians
should treat patients”; the legal department has the requirement “R2: Physicians should not dis-
close patients’ sensitive information without their consent”; and the government agency has the
requirement “R3: Government officers may access patients’ information.” In a medical emergency
[HHS 2014], R1 and R2 conflict with each other, because the norms that regulate the sharing of
patients’ sensitive information among physicians might hinder treatment efficiency. If the patient
is involved in a national security case, then R2 and R3 conflict with each other as physicians might
need to disclose patients’ information to government officers.

Problem in brief: A transparent and accountable [AIHLEG 2019] specification of an nMAS should
take into account the tradeoffs between agent requirements as exemplified in the above setting.
Relevant approaches that aim to tackle this problem can be grouped into three lines of research.
One, approaches to specifying nMASs [Chopra et al. 2014; Kafalı et al. 2016, 2020] adopt a central
(requirements engineering) perspective to meet agent preferences but lack automated support to
avoid or resolve potential conflicts among preferences. Two, centralized conflict resolution ap-
proaches [Ajmeri et al. 2016; Günay and Yolum 2013; Kollingbaum et al. 2006] can eliminate clear-
cut contradictions but lack reasoning about tradeoffs from a decentralized perspective where all
agents are equally represented. Three, norm negotiation [Boella et al. 2009; Dijkstra et al. 2007]
seeks to achieve social goals and resolve conflicts but omits preferences or bidding strategies. In
general, to accommodate all agents’ preferences and the potential tradeoffs among them, we need
an automated approach to support specifying an nMAS by reasoning about norms and enabling
agents to make concessions by revising one or more of the norms.

Approach: We present Norms and Values (Nova), an agent-based automated negotiation frame-
work for collaboratively specifying an nMAS. An offer is an nMAS specification represented as
a set of norms. The satisfaction of agent requirements contributes toward the achievement of so-
cial values [Carnevale and Probst 1998]. For example, the hospital administration’s requirement
R1 contributes to patient safety, the legal department’s requirement R2 contributes to privacy, and
the government agency’s requirement R3 contributes to national security. We propose value-based
negotiation, a variation of interest-based negotiation [Fisher et al. 1983], to generate an offer that
corresponds to a preferred nMAS specification for an agent. Agents revise the norms in an offer
by following a set of rules based on ontology reasoning and evaluating how the norms contribute
to their preferred values via a dynamically generated norm-value graph.
Nova supports desired principles of responsible AI [AIHLEG 2019]: transparency through trace-

ability of negotiation steps and explainability of agents’ reasoning via norm revision rules and
accountability via normative semantics. Nova enables mutually acceptable outcomes via equal
participation of all agents. To demonstrate how Nova supports these principles in a practical set-
ting, we implement a negotiator agent that follows a time-dependent concession bidding strategy,
and conduct a human participant experiment pertaining to a healthcare privacy use case.
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Table 1. Norm Syntax

Norm → t(ag, ag, Expr, Expr)

t → c | p | a
Expr → true | ϕ | ¬Expr | Expr ∧ Expr

Contributions: (i) An agent-based negotiation framework for the specification of nMASs that sup-
ports transparency and accountability, (ii) a set of heuristic rules for revising norms based on on-
tology reasoning, (iii) a value-based concession bidding strategy that adapts its offers at runtime
based on opponent’s behavior without predefined utility functions, and (iv) a prototype negotiator
tool and ontology that enables human–agent interactions in healthcare privacy setting.

Structure: Section 2 introduces the relevant technical background. Section 3 describes the Nova
framework. Section 4 presents the evaluation of the Nova framework. Section 5 reviews related
work. Section 6 concludes the article.

2 BACKGROUND

We introduce the foundational concepts that are used in our article: norms, ontologies, and agent-
based automated negotiation. These concepts constitute the prior work on top of which we frame
our contribution.

2.1 Norms

An nMAS supports interaction across two levels: (i) among the agents regarding the applicable
norms and (ii) between the agents and the technical components of the underlying nMAS.
Definition 2.1 characterizes a directed norm, adopted from Singh [2013]. Below, R is the set of

agent roles, P is the set of propositional expressions (Expr ∈ P), and N is the set of norms that
can be constructed using elements from R and P. Table 1 presents the syntax of a norm in Nova.
Note that we adopt distinct type styles for agents and propositions.

Definition 2.1. A norm, n = t(sbj, obj, ant, con), represents a directed, conditional relationship
between two agents, where t, its type, is one of {c, p, a} (denoting commitment, prohibition, autho-
rization; respectively); sbj ∈ R is its subject; obj ∈ R is its object; ant ∈ P is its antecedent; and
con ∈ P is its consequent.

There are two main underlying intuitions for this conception of norms. First, a norm is directed
and the directionality provides information on who is accountable to whom given the norm. Sec-
ond, the antecedent of a norm brings it into force and the consequent of a norm completes it. We
describe these intuitions for the specific norm types.
We consider three type of norms. Figure 1 demonstrates the lifecycle of each norm type. Typi-

cally, each norm starts its lifecycle as conditional (i.e., initial state), unless its antecedent is already
true. If the antecedent is true, then the norm starts its lifecycle as detached. That is, when a norm
is first created (or activated) among two agents, its satisfaction requirement is conditional upon
the antecedent condition. Only after the antecedent condition holds, the norm is “in force,” mean-
ing that its subject is now committed to, or prohibited by, or authorized by its object. Below, we
demonstrate the norm states and the transitions among them with examples of each norm type.
A commitment (indicated by c) means that its subject commits to its object to bringing about

the consequent if the antecedent holds. For example, the hospital administration prefers a commit-
ment n1 = c(physician, hospital_administration, true, treat) for R1. According to this norm,
the physician is committed to the hospital_administration to treating patients. Since n1’s
antecedent is true, n1 is detached. In other word, this commitment is unconditional. When treat
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Fig. 1. Lifecycle of norms. Double rectangles represent terminal states (i.e., norm’s lifecycle ends).

holds (i.e., the transition labeled “con” in Figure 1 occurs), n1 is satisfied. Note that a commitment
can be satisfied before being detached, i.e., its consequent holds before its antecedent holds. If treat
fails to hold, then n1 is violated. physician is accountable to hospital_administration for n1’s
violation.

A prohibition (indicated by p) means that its subject is prohibited by its object from bringing
about the consequent if the antecedent holds. For example, the legal department prefers a prohibi-
tion n2 = p(physician, hospital_administration, true, disclose_information) for R2. Accordingly,
the physician is prohibited by the hospital_administration from disclosing patient informa-
tion. Similarly to the example commitment above, n2 is already detached (unconditional). When
disclose_information holds, n2 is violated. physician is accountable to hospital_administration
for n2’s violation. If the consequent never occurs, then n2 is satisfied.

An authorization (indicated by a) means that its subject is authorized by its object for
bringing about the consequent if the antecedent holds. For example, the government agency
prefers an authorization n3 = a(government_officer, hospital_administration, case, ac-

cess_patient_information) for R3. Accordingly, the government_officer is authorized by the hos-
pital_administration to access patient information if a case is presented regarding the need
for such information. When case holds (i.e., the transition labeled “ant” in Figure 1 occurs), n3 is
detached. For some propositions, it is reasonable to assume inherent deadline conditions, whose
passing renders the proposition false. For example, if there is a specified deadline for the govern-
ment agency to present a case to access to patient information and the deadline passes (i.e., the
transition labeled “never ant” in Figure 1 occurs), then n3 is expired. Note that norms whose an-
tecedents are true never expire. When access_patient_information holds, n3 is satisfied. Similarly to
a commitment, an authorization can be satisfied before being detached, i.e., its consequent holds
before its antecedent holds. When n3 is detached but the consequent never occurs (i.e., the tran-
sition labeled “never con” in Figure 1 occurs), n3 is violated. Here hospital_administration is
accountable to government_officer for n3’s violation. Notice that an authorization makes its ob-
ject accountable, meaning that the party who granted an authorization to another has to support
the latter to exercise that authorization. This notion of authorization is a major departure from the
common notion of permissions, which can never be violated [Singh 2013; Von Wright 1999].

We do not explicitly model norm deadlines in this article. Previous works have addressed dead-
lines for the antecedent and consequent using temporal languages such as the Event Calculus
[Chesani et al. 2013; Kafalı and Torroni 2012] or CTL [Alechina et al. 2013], where deadlines can
be expressed via discrete time constraints. We follow the formalisation of Kafalı et al. [2020] for
norms, wherein an event (ev) that brings about an antecedent or consequent condition may have
a complement (ev), which describes the nonoccurrence of the event. Such complement events may
be used to express deadline conditions. For example, present means that the government agency
has presented its case within the specified time interval, then present means that the government
agency has failed to presented its case during that time interval.
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Simple permissions can be represented via technical mechanisms such as role-based access con-
trol [Marinovic et al. 2014], whereas authorizations also support accountability for permissions
by holding the authorizer accountable, i.e., when the authorizee cannot perform the authorized
action, then the authorizer violates the authorization [Von Wright 1999].

Note that the term “norm” in our work follows the legal literature, i.e., the Hohfeldian approach
regarding rights and duties [Hohfeld 1919] and Von Wright’s deontic logic [Von Wright 1999], as
opposed to the social literature. That is, a norm here is not merely a widely accepted practice or
a convention but a representation of some deontic expectations that one agent holds regarding
another. Definition 2.1 conceptualizes a norm in this sense, drawing upon works that adopt norms
to represent agent requirements [Kafalı et al. 2016, 2017, 2020; Singh 2013].

Definition 2.2 formalizes how norms can be inferred from other norms by comparing their an-
tecedents and consequents [Kafalı et al. 2017].

Definition 2.2. Let n,n′ ∈ N be two norms of the same type and with the same subject and
object. Then, n is stronger than n′ iff n is detached whenever n′ is detached; and n′ is satisfied
whenever n is satisfied.

Note that if n is stronger than n′, then n′ is weaker than n. If n is stronger than n′ and n′ is
stronger than n, then the only was this can happen is that n and n′ are identical norms [Kafalı et al.
2017].

We extend Definition 2.2 with heuristics and ontology reasoning for norm revision, e.g., to gen-
erate counteroffers.

2.2 Ontology Reasoning

An ontology [Guarino 1998] formalizes knowledge about a domain. We focus on the is-a (or taxon-
omy) and has-a (or property) relations to express knowledge in a specific domain. The is-a relation
denotes that a concept is a specialisation of another concept. For example, in the hospital domain,
a Physician is a Hospital Staff. Such relations can be used to describe role hierarchies. Properties
connect concepts and can be described via the has-a relation. For example, in the hospital domain,
a Physician has a treatment for a Patient. That is, we specify the property hasTreatment for the
concept Physician and the range of the property is another concept Patient.

Domain-specific values are explored in the economic literature [Van Raaij and Verhallen 1994]
and together with applicable norms they affect how autonomous agents behave in an nMAS. For
example, in the healthcare setting, values such as patient safety and privacy are relevant.We denote
the set of values asV = {patient_safety, . . . , privacy}.
The set of roles is denoted as R = {physician, . . . , patient} and the set of atomic propositions

is denoted as P = {case, . . . , disclose_information}. As a result, the set of norms is denoted by
N = {c(physician, hospital_administration, true, treat), . . . , a(government_agency, hospi-
tal_administration, case, access_patient_information)}. The sets R, P, N , andV together consti-
tute the concepts in the ontology, whereas the set O constitutes the properties.
Three such properties are particularly useful for our development. Given a proposition ϕ ∈ P

and a valuev ∈ V , ϕ promotesv , if pro(ϕ,v) ∈ O. For example, the ontology property pro(consent,
privacy) means that obtaining consent from a patient to access their data promotes patient privacy.
Given a proposition ϕ ∈ P and a value v ∈ V , ϕ demotes v if dem(ϕ, v) ∈ O.
Given two propositions ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ P and a value v ∈ V , ϕ1 is preferred over ϕ2 with respect to v

if pref(ϕ1, ϕ2, v) ∈ O. Consider two types of consent that promote privacy. The ontology property
pref(written_consent, verbal_consent, privacy) means that written consent is preferred over verbal
consent with respect to privacy, because written consent stays on record and can also be imple-
mented in technical access control mechanisms. However, preference is reversed with respect to
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45:6 R. Aydoğan et al.

patient safety as obtaining verbal consent from the patient in an emergency is easier than obtaining
written consent, thus the ontology property pref(verbal_consent, written_consent, patient_safety).

The public ontology that stores unified role, proposition, and value names is shared among all
negotiating agents to ensure agent interoperability. Moreover, each agent has a private ontology
for representing individual preferences, e.g., how propositions promote values. Note that contra-
dicting elements in O, such as the inclusion of both pro(ϕ, v) and dem(ϕ, v) or the inclusion of
both pref(ϕ1, ϕ2, v) and pref(ϕ2, ϕ1, v), can be eliminated using ontology validation checks.

2.3 Automated Negotiation

In general negotiations are about a finite set of n issues I = {1, 2, . . . ,n}. Each issue i ∈ I has a
range Di of possible instantiations. An outcome is a complete assignment to the set of issues, i.e.,
an element of the Cartesian Product of the ranges of instantiations per issue. Formally, the set of
all possible outcomes is defined as O = D1 X D2 X . . .X Dn . The interaction among agents dur-
ing an automated negotiation is governed by the stacked alternating offers protocol (SAOP)
[Aydoğan et al. 2017], which extends alternating offers protocol [Rubinstein 1992] to more than
two negotiating parties. In SAOP, agents have a shared deadline to reach an agreement and one
of the agents initiates the negotiation with an offer (first round). In each turn, the agent receiving
an offer can accept the current offer, make a counteroffer, or end the negotiation without an agree-
ment. Turn-taking continues until success (agreement is reached: all agents accept) or failure (no
agreement: any agent ends the negotiation or the deadline is reached). An agent negotiates by rea-
soning about its user’s preference profile, often represented via a utility function, as well as taking
its opponent’s offers into account. In general, an agent does not know its opponent’s preferences or
its opponent’s negotiation strategies. In some works, agents learn their opponent’s preferences or
strategies [Baarslag et al. 2016] by using machine learning techniques such as Version Space [Ay-
doğan and Yolum 2012], Bayesian learning [Hindriks and Tykhonov 2008], regression [Williams
et al. 2013], or heuristics such as the frequency model [Tunalı et al. 2017].

In addition to the uncertainty about the opponent, agents may have uncertainty about their
own preferences especially when their preferences are represented by a qualitative model such as
a CP-net [Boutilier et al. 2004]. Since CP-nets often lack total ordering, heuristic approaches for
negotiating via CP-nets have been introduced [Aydoğan et al. 2015].

The article introducing CP-nets [Boutilier et al. 2004] explains how CP-nets induce preference
graphs, and for the details about this procedure we refer to Boutilier et al. [2004]. For this article, it
is enough to understand how to read a preference graph induced by a CP-net. A preference graph
is a graph 〈O,E〉, where E is a set of edges between elements of O. Having an edge (o,o′), from
o to o′ means that o′ is preferred over o. A property of preference graphs induced from CP-nets is
that such a direct edge can only exist between two nodes that differ only by one “flip,” i.e., a change
of instantiation in only one issue. Formally, suppose that o = 〈o1,o2, . . . on〉, and o′ = 〈o′1,o′2, . . . o′n〉,
then o and o′ differ by one flip iff ∃!1 ≤ i ≤ n: o′i � oi ∧ ∀j � i : o′j = oj .
The root node is the least desired outcome, whereas the sink node is the most preferred outcome.

Agents can compare possible outcomes only if there is a path between them. In this article, we
use the heuristics that the longer the path from the root to an outcome is, the more preferred
is the outcome by the agent [Aydoğan et al. 2015]. Therefore, the depth of a node represents to
what extent the corresponding offer is preferred. Recall that the depth of an outcome in the graph
corresponds to the length of the longest path from the root node to that node.

3 NOVA FRAMEWORK

We now introduce heuristic rules for revising norms that apply the strength relation and ontology
reasoning and an automated negotiation strategy based on norm revision.
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3.1 Norm Revision

In Nova, an agent generates a counteroffer by revising the norms contained in the opponent’s
most recent offer. We define three revision rules using the underlying domain ontology and the
strength relation (Definition 2.2). Definition 3.1 describes how the subject or object (i.e., actors) of
a norm can be revised.

Definition 3.1. Let sbj, sbj′, obj, obj′ ∈ R. Then, t(sbj′, obj, ant, con) and t(sbj, obj′, ant, con) are
actor revisions of t(sbj, obj, ant, con).

An agent can perform an actor revision based on how a norm promotes or demotes a value and
using the taxonomic relations among the roles (see Definition 3.7).
Next, we describe how a norm promotes or demotes a value. To do so, we first describe how a

propositional expression (see Table 1) promotes and demotes a value, and how an expression is
preferred over another with respect to a value.
The first condition of Definition 3.2 tests for membership of a promotes property in the ontology

for atomic propositions. The second and third conditions describe negation and conjunction of
propositions; respectively. Definition 3.3 is described similarly for the demotes relation.

Definition 3.2. An Expr promotes a value v ∈ V , denoted promotes(Expr, v), iff

(1) Expr = ϕ, pro(ϕ, v) ∈ O; or
(2) Expr = ¬Expr′, demotes(Expr′, v); or
(3) Expr = Expr1 ∧ Expr2, promotes(Expr1, v), promotes(Expr2, v).

Definition 3.3. An Expr demotes a value v ∈ V , denoted demotes(Expr, v), iff

(1) Expr = ϕ, dem(ϕ, v) ∈ O; or
(2) Expr = ¬Expr′, promotes(Expr′, v); or
(3) Expr = Expr1 ∧ Expr2, demotes(Expr1, v), demotes(Expr2, v).

Definition 3.4 describes the preference relation for expressions. The first condition of Defini-
tion 3.4 tests for membership of a preference property in the ontology for atomic propositions.
That is, the base case of the preference relation among propositional expressions is the ontology
property for describing preference among for atomic propositions, pref(ϕ1, ϕ2, v). The second and
third conditions describe negation of propositions. For example, if an agent prefers written consent
over verbal consent with respect to privacy, then the agent also prefers written consent over “no
verbal consent” (i.e., the negation of verbal consent) with respect to privacy (second condition).
However, verbal consent is preferred over no written consent (i.e., the negation of written con-
sent) with respect to privacy (third condition). The fourth and fifth conditions handle conjunction
of propositions.

Definition 3.4. An Expr is preferred over an Expr′ with respect to a value v ∈ V , denoted pre-
ferred(Expr, Expr′, v), iff

(1) Expr = ϕ, Expr′ = ϕ ′, pref(ϕ, ϕ ′, v) ∈ O; or
(2) Expr′ = ¬Expr′′, preferred(Expr, Expr′′, v); or
(3) Expr′ = ¬Expr′′, preferred(Expr′′, Expr, v); or
(4) Expr = Expr1 ∧ Expr2, preferred(Expr1, Expr

′, v), preferred(Expr2, Expr′, v); or
(5) Expr′ = Expr1 ∧ Expr2, preferred(Expr, Expr1, v), preferred(Expr, Expr2, v).

We are now ready to describe how a norm promotes (Definition 3.5) or demotes (Definition 3.6)
a value.
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Definition 3.5. Given a value v ∈ V and a norm n = t(sbj, obj, ant, con) ∈ N , n promotes v ,
denoted promotes(n, v) iff

• t ∈ {c, a}, promotes(con, v), and preferred(con, ant, v); or
• t = p, demotes(con, v), and preferred(ant, con, v).

Definition 3.6. Given a value v ∈ V and a norm n = t(sbj, obj, ant, con) ∈ N , n demotes v ,
denoted demotes(n, v) iff

• t ∈ {c, a}, demotes(con, v), and preferred(ant, con, v); or
• t = p, promotes(con, v), and preferred(con, ant, v).

Consider the following. Commitment c(staff, hospital_administration, shared_computer, lo-
gout) means that hospital staff should log out from their accounts after using shared computers.
This commitment promotes privacy, because logging out from an account promotes privacy and
is preferred over using shared computers with respect to privacy. Prohibition p(physician, hospi-
tal_administration, ¬treat, access_patient_information) means that physicians should not access
the information of a patient whom they are not treating. This prohibition demotes patient safety,
because accessing a patient’s information promotes patient safety and is preferred over not treat-
ing the patient with respect to patient safety.
Along with the promotes and demotes relations, a negotiator agent can use the taxonomic rela-

tions in the ontology to choose new roles for its norms, e.g., replace the subject of an authorization
with a more general role to authorize a wider set of roles for a specific functionality. Definition 3.7
describes how an agent can assign new roles using a norm preference relation, n′ �v n, meaning
that norm n′ is preferred over norm n with respect to value v .

Definition 3.7. Given two roles r, r′ ∈ R: r′ is a specialization of r (r is a generalization of r′),
a value v ∈ V , and two norms n = t(r, obj, ant, con), n′ = t(r′, obj, ant, con) ∈ N , then

• promotes(n, v) iff n �v n′;
• demotes(n, v) iff n′ �v n.

Consider an offer consisting of a norm n = a(everyone, hospital_administration, true,
access_patient_information). Authorizing everyone to access patient information demotes pri-
vacy. Thus, a norm n′ with a specialized subject, e.g., a(government_agency, hospital_
administration, true, access_patient_information), is preferred by the hospital administration:
n′ �pr ivacy n. Such taxonomic relations among agent roles can be extracted from a given ontology
(using is-a relations).

Definition 3.8 describes how the antecedent or consequent (i.e., propositional expressions) of a
norm can be revised. A negotiator agent can use the taxonomic relations in the ontology as well
as the strength relation between norms (Definition 2.2) to choose new propositional expressions.

Definition 3.8. Let ant, ant′, con, con′ ∈ P, ant � ant′, and con � con′. Then, t(sbj, obj, ant′, con)
and t(sbj, obj, ant, con′) are proposition revisions of t(sbj, obj, ant, con).

For example, AG1, can revise authorization a(ag1, ag2, written_consent, access_records) to a
stronger authorization a(ag1, ag2,written_consent, access_records∨ share_records). The revised norm
authorizes AG1 to perform an additional functionality. Or, AG1 can revise the norm with autho-
rization a(ag1, ag2, verbal_consent, access_records), where AG1 prefers verbal consent over written
consent. Agents can reason about such preference relations among antecedents and consequents
using Definition 3.4.
Definition 3.9 describes how the type of a norm can be changed. Type revision is useful both by

itself and in combination with another revision.
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Definition 3.9. Let t, t′ ∈ {c,p,a} and t � t′. Then, t′(sbj, obj, ant, con) is a type revision of t(sbj,

obj, ant, con).

The notion of revision is defined inductively as follows.

Definition 3.10. Let ni ,nj ∈ N , then nj is a revision of ni , denoted by revision(nj ,ni ) iff

• nj is an actor, proposition, or type revision of ni ; or
• ∃n ∈ N : revision(nj ,n) and revision(n,ni ).

Note that revision is a transitive relation. The agent’s negotiation strategy determines how (i.e.,
in what order and number of times) the agent applies these three rules to a norm that is received
as part of an offer from another agent.

3.2 Value-based Negotiation

Nova uses value-based negotiation to enable agents with conflicting requirements to agree on
norms. Agents reason about values to generate offers, each a set of norms (Definition 3.11), without
the need for predefined utility functions. Negotiation between agents is governed by SAOP.

Definition 3.11. B = P (N ) is the set of all potential offers the negotiators can make. We use
b ∈ B with or without subscripts to denote variables over B.

According to the proposed value-based negotiation approach, an offer is evaluated without hav-
ing an explicit utility function or a preference model to compute the ranking of offers. That is, an
agent in Nova evaluates an offer by considering to what extent the norms in the offer promote
or demote the agent’s values. Furthermore, an offer is generated dynamically with respect to the
opponent’s most recent offer. We present an incremental offer-generation approach and introduce
a set of improving steps inspired by “improving flips” in CP-nets [Aydoğan et al. 2015; Boutilier
et al. 2004]. Our improving steps follow the norm revision rules defined in Section 3.1. Next, we
describe the improving steps using two agents: AG1 receives an offer from agent AG2, and AG1’s
aim is to improve the offer with respect to AG1’s values. Note that an improving step is carried
out from an agent’s perspective. One agent’s improvement may not (in many cases will not) be an
improvement for another agent. The level of improvement for one agent determines the level of
concession for the other, which is essential for coming to an agreement. In this work, three types
of improving steps are introduced as follows:

(a) Actor-based improving step: Let n ∈ bAG2 be a norm that AG1 receives. Then, AG1 can make an

improving step with respect to a value v ∈ V by revising n to n′, where n′ �v n.
(b) Proposition-based improving step: Let n = t(sbj, obj, ant, con) ∈ bAG2 be a norm that AG1 re-

ceives. Then, AG1 can make an improving step with respect to a value v ∈ V by revising n to
n′ = t(sbj, obj, ant′, con′), where

(1) promotes(n, v) and n′ is stronger than n; or
(2) demotes(n, v) and n′ is weaker than n; or
(3) preferred(ant′, ant, v); or
(4) preferred(con′, con, v).

(c) Type-based improving step: Let n ∈ bAG2 be a norm that AG1 receives. If demotes(n, v), where

v ∈ V , then AG1 can make an improving step with respect to v by revising n to n′, where n′ is a
type revision of n, such that promotes (n′, v).

Note that there might be cases where we cannot compute whether a norm promotes (Defini-
tion 3.5) or demotes (Definition 3.6) a value. This is due to the preference relation for propositional
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expressions (Definition 3.4), e.g., the consequent of the norm contains a conjunction of two propo-
sitions, where one proposition promotes the value and the other proposition demotes the value.
However, in practical settings, agents following our improving steps would not generate such
norms. In case an agent receives such a norm, the agent does not need to compute whether the
norm promotes or demotes the value—the agent can use the third or fourth conditions of the
“Proposition-based improving step.”

The aforementioned steps improve a given offer by replacing one of the components (i.e., sub-
ject, antecedent, consequent, or type) of one of the norms in the offer. By applying a sequence of
improving steps, we dynamically construct a norm-value graph that can be used to generate of-
fers by following a bidding strategy. In Nova, a norm-value graph is an acyclic weighted directed
graph where nodes represent candidate offers, edges represent improving steps, and weights on
edges represent scores of corresponding improving steps. If there is an edge from node bi to node
bj , then it means that there is an improving step ι from bi to bj . That is, bj is preferred over bi with
respect to a value v . The weight of that edge denotes to what extent making this improving step
improves the agent’s offer score (Definition 3.12).

ALGORITHM 1: Agent decision-making in Nova.

Data: bop is the most recent offer; td is the deadline; tc is the current time; G is the norm-value graph
Result: Negotiation action a = {Offer(baд ), Accept}

1 if G = ∅ or bop � G then

2 G.nodes.add(bop );

3 expand-nova-graph(G, bop );

4 end

5 baд = generate-offer(G, bop , tc , td );

6 if (bop .score >= baд .score ) then
7 return Accept;

8 else

9 return Offer(baд );

10 end

11 Function expand-nova-graph(G,b):
12 step-types = [actor-revision, predicate-revision, norm-revision ];

13 foreach type s ∈ step-types do
14 b

′
= b.improve-step(s);

15 if b
′
.score > 0 and b

′
� G and not cause-cycle(G, b, b

′
) then

16 G.nodes.add(b
′
);

17 G.edges.add(b, b
′
);

18 expand-nova-graph(G, b
′
);

19 end

20 end

Algorithm 1 describes how a Nova agent constructs its norm-value graph by revising the norms
in its opponent’s offer and decides its next action accordingly. When the agent receives an offer for
the first time, the norm-value graph does not yet exist (Line 1). The agent creates the norm-value
graph by applying a sequence of improving steps to promote its values (Lines 2–4). The overview
of applying a sequence of improving steps are given in Lines 12–19. To ensure there are no cycles
in the norm-value graph, the agent does not add any edge that results in a cycle even though doing
so via an improving step may promote a value of the agent.
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If the norm-value graph already exists, then there are two possibilities. One, the opponent’s
most recent offer is a node in the norm-value graph, enabling the agent to evaluate the received
offer. Two, the opponent’s most recent offer is not a node in the norm-value graph, preventing
the agent to evaluate the received offer. In this case, the agent expands the norm-value graph by
applying a sequence of improving steps to link the opponent’s offer to an existing branch of the
norm-value graph (Lines 2–4). Note that the agent’s norm-value graph can always be expanded
to include the opponent’s current offer and that offer can be linked to an existing branch in the
norm-value graph using our improving steps. There are two cases as follows:

• if opponent’s current offer is better for the agent than the root node in the norm-value graph,
then the opponent’s current offermust already be contained in the agent’s norm-value graph,
since the opponent’s current offer is reachable from the root node using the improving steps;
or
• if opponent’s current offer is worse for the agent than the root node in the norm-value graph,
then the norm-value graph can be expanded such that the opponent’s current offer can be
linked to one of the (better) nodes in the norm-value graph using the improving steps.

Once the norm-value graph is expanded, the agent generates its offer using a bidding strat-
egy (Line 5). According to the proposed approach, the bid generation is explained in Algorithm 2.
By comparing its next offer and opponent’s most recent offer, the agent decides whether or
not to accept the opponent’s offer (Lines 6 and 7). The bid score estimation is explained in
Definition 3.13. We adopt the most-commonly used acceptance strategy AC-Next [Jonker et al.
2017], where the agent accepts its opponent’s offer if the utility of the opponent is greater than or
equal to the utility of that offer. If it does not accept the opponent’s offer, then it makes a coun-
teroffer (Lines 8 and 9). Now, we describe how an agent can reason about its norm-value graph.
When we apply an improving step ι to a given offerb and obtain ι (b), we draw an edge (labeled ι)

from b to ι (b). That is, a child node in the preference graph is preferred over its parent node with
respect to a value. Note that the importance of values may vary according to the role of the agent.
A rational agent would make improving steps that promote its most important values. For example,
authorizing a government officer to access a patient’s record promotes “national security”; how-
ever, it demotes “privacy.” Accordingly, we introduce a scoring function for improving steps. The
score of an edge ι from offer b to offer ι (b) is calculated based on the weights of the agents’ values.
If the child offer ι (b) is preferred over parent offer b with respect to a valuev , then it increases the
improving score of the node by the weight of value v . To the contrary, if b is preferred over ι (b)
with respect to a valuev ′, then we reduce the improving score of the offer by the weight ofv ′. We
calculate the overall score Sbι as the sum of individual scores.

Definition 3.12. For an agent AG, letwAG
v denote theweight of valuev for AG, such thatwAG

v ≥ 0
for each v and

∑
v ∈V wAG

v = 1. The score of an improving step ι with respect to value v ∈ V is
calculated as follows:

sbι (v )=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

+wAG
v if ι (b) �v b

−wAG
v if b �v ι (b)

0 otherwise

.

The overall improving score of offerb produced by applying improving step ι is Sbι =
∑
v ∈V sbι (v ),

where Sbι > 0.

Consider an improving step, ιaccess , from an offer consisting of one norm {a(government_
agency, hospital_administration, true, share_patient_information)} to {a(government_officer,
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hospital_administration, true, share_patient_information)} made by the hospital administration.
Regarding privacy, the latter offer authorizes only a single government officer to share patient
information and is preferred over the former offer that authorizes the whole government agency.
Regarding national security, the former offer is preferred over the latter. Therefore, the score of
this improving step, sιaccess , is calculated as (wpr ivacy −wnational_secur ity ).

We define a scoring function to evaluate offers according to the norm-value graph of the agent.
The score of a given offer (a node in the graph) is calculated by summing the score of each improv-
ing step (following Definition 3.12) on the path from the source node(s) (i.e., root node) to the node
containing that offer. Note that instead of using the term “root node,” we refer it as “source node,”
since there might be multiple nodes, which do not have any parents in the norm-value graph. If
there are multiple paths, then the score of the path whose overall score is maximum, is considered
the final score, as mentioned below.

Definition 3.13. Let λ denote a path of improving steps from the source node to a node b. Then,
the score for the given path isUλ =

∑
ι∈λ Sι . For any b ∈ B, let Ωb denote the set of all paths from

the root node to b. Then, the score of node b isUb = maxλ∈ΩUλ .

Figure 2 depicts part of a norm-value graph. The root node denotes that the hospital administra-
tion unconditionally authorizes everyone to share patient records. From the point of the hospital
administration, specializing the subject (in this example the authorizing government agency in-
stead of everyone) will revise this norm regarding the privacy value. Alternatively, the root node
can be revised by adopting more restrictive propositions (e.g., introducing a condition that the pa-
tient is involved in a criminal case). The score of those improving steps are denoted by Sι1 and Sι2
respectively. Similar improving steps can be applied for these two outcomes and consequently the
outcome, a(government_agency, hospital_administration, involve_case, share_patient_records)
can be reached. Let’s estimate the overall score of this newly constructed outcome according to
Definition 3.13. That is, the sum of the path score calculation is done for each possible path from
the root node to the current node, and the maximum score is considered as the final score. For this
simplified example, there are two paths from the root node; thus, the score would be estimated as
max(Sι1 + Sι4 , Sι2 + Sι5 ).
Following Aydoğan et al. [2015], we deploy a bidding strategy that searches through the norm-

value graph as each improving step lets the agent reach a preferred outcome with respect to a
value. In the norm-value graph, the opponent’s first offer is one of the source nodes. When we
apply all possible improving steps, the offers in the sink nodes become the most preferred out-
comes. Since a longer path from the source node(s) indicates more improving steps, we expect
to have more preferred outcomes in nodes that have greater depth in the graph. Accordingly, we
propose a path-length-based bidding strategy that takes the remaining negotiation time and the
opponent’s most recent offer into account. Algorithm 2 presented this duration-based concession
strategy. The agent initially has a tendency to make an offer at the maximum depth (i.e., the most
preferred offer is at a sink node) and makes a concession by means of decreasing the depth of its of-
fers over time. To decide the amount of concession, the agent estimates a target depth based on the
remaining time (Line 1), which is similar to calculating the target utility in time-based concession
strategies [Faratin et al. 1998]. That is, the target depth decreases gradually, computed as maxd ×tc

td
,

where maxd corresponds to the maximum depth of the sink nodes in the norm-value graph, tc
denotes current negotiation time, and td is the negotiation deadline. Among the nodes with the
target depth, the nodes with the highest scores (Definition 3.13) are considered candidate offers
(Lines 2–4). Among those offers, the agent chooses the offer that is the most similar to the op-
ponent’s most recent offer (Line 5). We adopt relative proximity, shortly RP similarity [Aydoğan
and Yolum 2007] to compute similarity, which is initially set to one and reduced by a predefined
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Fig. 2. Example norm-value graph (simplified).

amount every time a node is visited over the path. As shown in Lines 7–11, we estimated the
weighted sum of the similarities for each component. The details of the similarity estimation can
be found in Aydoğan and Yolum [2007].

ALGORITHM 2: Duration-based concession strategy.

Data: bop , td , tc and G is the norm-value graph
Result: baд is the agent’s offer

1 dtarдet ← Maxdepth∗tc
td

;

2 Listbid ← retrieve-bids-at-depth(G,dtarдet );

3 Maxscore ← getMaxScore(G, Listbid );

4 Listmax−bids ← filter-bids-with-score(G, Listbid ,Maxscore );

5 baд ← argmax{similar (G,bop ,baд ) | baд ∈ Listmax−bids };
6 Function similar(G, bop , baд):
7 simsub ← RP-Similarity(baд .subject ,bop .subject ,G);

8 simant ← RP-Similarity(baд .antecedent ,bop .antecedent ,G);

9 simcon ← RP-Similarity(baд .consequent ,bop .consequent ,G);

10 simtype ← RP-Similarity(baд .normtype,bop .normtype,G);

11 return (Wsub ∗ simsub ) + (Want ∗ simant ) + (Wcons ∗ simcons ) + (Wtype ∗ simtype );

4 EVALUATION

To demonstrate that Nova supports creating transparent and accountable nMAS specifications
via collaborative negotiations among the stakeholders, we conduct an experiment with human
participants. First, we describe our use case. Second, we introduce our experiment setting and
associated metrics. Third, we present our results and discuss their significance.
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4.1 Use Case

We adopted a tradeoff scenario between two values: patient privacy and national security. Our
scenario involves negotiation between the hospital administration and the government agency,
inspired by the “Apple vs FBI” case [Hack 2016] and other similar application domains [Dijkstra
et al. 2007]. The hospital administration prioritizes patient privacy over national security, and the
government agency the reverse.
Figure 3 demonstrates the steps of a simple negotiation between the government agency and the

hospital administration. First, the government agency makes an initial offer: The whole govern-
ment agency is authorized to access patient recordswithout further restrictions (i.e., the antecedent
is true). Second, the hospital administration makes a counteroffer in response to the government
agency’s offer: The hospital administration makes one type-based improving step—replace the
initial authorization with a prohibition. Third, the government agency makes a counteroffer in
response to the hospital administration’s offer: The government agency makes one type-based im-
proving step—replace the prohibition back with the initial authorization—along with a concession
on the antecedent of the authorization that restricts access to patient information only when there
is a case of national security. Whereas this change is considered a concession with respect to na-
tional security (preferred by the government agency), it is an overall improving step (all values
considered). Fourth, the hospital administration makes a counteroffer in response to the govern-
ment agency’s offer: The hospital administration makes one actor-based improving step to the
authorization—replace the subject with a more specific agent role (government officer).

4.2 Human–Subject Study

To realize the above scenario, we implemented a Web-based negotiator that enables human–agent
negotiations. Details of the Web-based negotiator are in Appendix A. We recruited 16 participants
(computer science students) and obtained their informed consent. The participants negotiate on
behalf of the government agency. The government agency values national security more than pa-
tient privacy, and thus prefers to access patients’ information whenever possible with minimal
restrictions. To the contrary, the hospital administration (enacted by our agent) prefers to restrict
the government agency’s access to patients’ information under certain conditions, e.g., consent
from the patient. We randomly assign the participants to two settings and instruct them to negoti-
ate the following outcomes. Challenging setting (seven participants) requires participants to reach
a norm where the government agency as a whole agency or a single government officer from the
government agency should be able to access patients’ information without any restrictions (e.g.,
patient consent). Concession setting (nine participants) requires participants to reach a normwhere
it would be sufficient if a single government officer from the government agency can access pa-
tients’ information and the government agency is willing to present to the hospital administration
that the patient is involved in a national security case. We compare the performance of our agent
against a baseline strategy that starts with the offer at the maximum depth (maxd ) and concedes
one step at a time (i.e.,maxd − 1,maxd − 2, . . . ) irrespective of the remaining time (similar strategy
to Sequential Search Strategy in Aydoğan et al. [2010]). If there are multiple offers at the same
depth, then it chooses one of them randomly. After each negotiation is over, the participants fill in
a short questionnaire to rate the agreement and report their perceptions about Nova. The partici-
pants reported that the instructions to carry out the experiment were clear (means are 6.07/7 and
6/7 for challenging and concession settings, respectively). Details of the participant instructions
and the post-experiment questionnaire are in Appendix B.

Table 2 summarizes our results. Our main hypothesis is that Nova performs better than the
baseline. We test this hypothesis separately for each of the two settings and five metrics. We
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Fig. 3. Sample negotiation turns.

perform two-tailed t-tests for social welfare and number of rounds. We perform Wilcoxon’s rank-
sum tests [Hollander and Wolfe 1999] for the user rating, collaboration score and transparency
score. Wilcoxon’s test (w) has a power advantage over the t-test for qualitative data, e.g., Likert
scale. Moreover, we provide descriptive statistics beyond p-values. To measure the effect size
[Grissom and Kim 2012] for the difference between means, we compute Hedges’ д (recommended
for measuring the magnitude of the difference for small sample sizes).
We compute social welfare by taking the average of the agent (the hospital administration and

the government agency) scores of an agreement. To calculate the hospital administration’s score,
we normalize the score computed from a norm-value graph to 0–1. To calculate the government
agency’s score, we compare the agreement with the preference ordering from the participants’
instructions (normalized to 0–1). A desired outcome for a negotiating party yields an individual
score of 0.5–1. When both parties are considered, a social welfare above 0.5 is desirable. Nova
achieves this threshold whereas baseline is below the threshold as three participants from each
setting did not reach an agreement with the baseline. Although the differences in means in both
settings are not significant at the 95% confidence level, p-values are small. Moreover, the effect
sizes are large for both settings. We also report the number of rounds where Nova reaches better
agreements faster than the baseline. However, the differences in means in both settings are not
significant at the 95% confidence level. The effect size is medium for the challenging setting and
small for the concession setting.
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Table 2. Summary of Results

Challenging Concession
Nova Baseline Significance Effect size Nova Baseline Significance Effect size

Average social
welfare

0.50 0.28 p = 0.08 д = 1.07 0.50 0.33 p = 0.09 д = 0.91

Average number of
rounds

8.71 11 p = 0.27 д = 0.61 8.56 9.78 p = 0.37 д = 0.23

Average user
rating

6.43 3.71 w = 7 д = 0.71 7.78 4.56 w = 3 д = 1.09

Average
collaboration score

4.50 3.21 w = 6 д = 0.83 4.78 3.33 w = 5 д = 0.82

Average
transparency score

4.86 4.71 w = 7 д = 0.07 4.78 4.00 w = 5 д = 0.48

Social welfare ranges over [0–1] (higher is better). Number of rounds ranges over [1–20]. User rating ranges over

[0–10] (higher is better). Collaboration and transparency scores are measured from a seven-point Likert scale (higher

is better).

For user rating in the challenging setting, thew value is greater than the critical value for seven
subjects at the 95% confidence level for Wilcoxon’s rank-sum tests. Thus, we conclude that the
difference in means is not significant at the 95% confidence level. However, when we inspected
individual ratings, we noticed that this is primarily due to one participant giving a rating of 1 to
Nova and 10 to the baseline although the participant reached similar agreements in both cases.
For the concession setting, the w value is less than the critical value for nine subjects at the 95%
confidence level. Thus, we conclude that users gave significantly higher ratings to their agreements
with Nova than the baseline. Moreover, the effect sizes are large for both settings. For collaboration
score, we asked the participants to rate two statements, “The opponent was sensitive to my values”
and “The opponent collaborated with me to reach an agreement” and computed the average of
their responses. The difference in means is not significant for the challenging setting, whereas
Nova is significantly more collaborative than the baseline in the concession setting. Moreover, the
effect sizes are large for both settings. For transparency score, we asked the participants to rate the
statement “The opponent negotiated in a way that made sense to me,” for which positive responses
mean that the participants were able to understand the agent’s strategy. We conclude that Nova
is significantly more transparent than the baseline in the concession setting, but no significant
difference is observed in the challenging setting. The effect size is small for the challenging setting
and medium for the concession setting.
In addition, we inspected individual negotiation traces to gather further insight into how

participants interacted with Nova and whether the resulting agreements support accountability
of various roles. We selected traces that are at least five rounds long and resulted in an agreement
with an authorization (participant’s desired outcome). We noticed a common trend among
participants who negotiated with the baseline. Such negotiations often lasted for 10–15 rounds
with parties exchanging counteroffers that alternate between authorizations and prohibitions, and
either not reaching an agreement or ending in prohibition agreements. To the contrary, a majority
of negotiations against Nova ended in authorization agreements. One participant took 10 rounds
to negotiate against the baseline following the above trend (no agreement), whereas the same
participant reached an authorization agreement with Nova in 12 rounds. Another participant
who negotiated against Nova took 14 rounds in total, and unlike most participants who accept
the agent’s first authorization offer, this participant negotiated for five additional rounds to
revise the authorization. We noticed that such negotiations resulted in finer control, i.e., only the
required role is authorized via actor revision or additional antecedent conditions are specified via
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proposition revision. Such interactions suggest that Nova enables concessions from both parties,
thus corroborating our collaboration scores and providing accountability for specific roles in
certain situations.

5 RELATEDWORK

We now review the relevant literature grouped into the following major categories.

Automated Negotiation. The field of automated negotiation focuses on the design and evaluation
of negotiation strategies for bidding [Baarslag et al. 2015], opponent modeling [Baarslag et al.
2016], and acceptance [Fatima et al. 2014], which makes the field challenging and open for future
improvement [Baarslag et al. 2017]. The domains of negotiation are used strategically, to test nego-
tiation strategies in domains of different complexity and size [Marsá-Maestre et al. 2014; Vahidov
et al. 2017]. The Automated Negotiating Agents Competition (ANAC) [Jonker et al. 2017]
employs predefined utility functions. We considered using ANAC agent strategies as benchmarks
in our experiments. But, adapting those agents to our domain is not trivial—ANAC agents work
with real-valued utilities normalized to [0, 1], which would require an individual utility score for
each norm element in an offer. In contrast, we generate offers dynamically via computing our
norm relationships without the need for individual scores. We are not aware of any existing agent
implementation that performs norm negotiation.
In our work, node scores in the norm-value graph (unlike utility functions) are dynamically com-

puted by reasoning over an ontology of norms, values, and value preferences. This approach is rel-
evant for situations in which agents do not know their preferences in advance [Fatima et al. 2014;
Rahwan et al. 2003]. For instance, negotiating agents playing the Diplomacy game do not have pre-
defined utility functions; the utilities of offers depend on the current state of the game [de Jonge
et al. 2018]. Baarslag and Kaisers [2017] improve agents’ preference models by obtaining feedback
from users during the negotiation. Whereas Baarslag and Kaisers focus on how and when to im-
prove the underlying preference model efficiently, we focus on dynamic evaluation of offers on
the basis of the agents’ values. One advantage of working with a norm-value graph is that agents’
values and requirements are stable. Thus, an agent can represent the same user in repeated nego-
tiations for various nMAS specifications. The agent needs only to know how propositions relate
to values in a specific nMAS, which is captured in the ontology.

Deontic Logic and Normative Systems. Previous work often consider norms as expected social prop-
erties [Criado et al. 2013] that are typically enforced in an agent society via sanctions [Nardin
et al. 2016]. Sergot [2013] formalize normative relations among agents as Hohfeldian legal con-
cepts such as duties and rights. King et al. [2015] propose a hierarchical governance model for
normative systems with a multitier architecture, where institutions on a higher level of the hier-
archy govern institutions on lower levels. We build on these conceptual normative frameworks,
and focus on legal norms [Hohfeld 1919], to provide a negotiation process for the design of nMAS.
Including sanctions in Nova would be an interesting addition, that would provide a way for agents
to associate norm violations with concrete follow-up actions.
Deontic logic theories and frameworks have been the basis for most normative multiagent sys-

tems. With respect to agency, deontic logic [Horty 2001] describes what the agents are permitted
to do, obliged to do, and prohibited from doing. Although Von Wright introduced deontic logic in
1951, he later realized that his construction of permissions as duals of obligations was not effec-
tive [Von Wright 1963]. Our approach toward norms is aligned with Von Wright’s later thinking,
especially as explained in Von Wright [1999]. A key feature of our approach is that it does not
treat authorization as a dual of commitment but rather, in Von Wright’s term, as “prohibition of
self.”
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Conflict Resolution. Santos et al. [2017] provide a review of previous techniques for the detection
and resolution of normative conflicts, where a conflict is described as a situation where satisfy-
ing one norm violates another norm. One such technique is unification, where the components
of a prohibition are checked whether they overlap with the components of an obligation or per-
mission. Another type of conflict might occur among norms with the same deontic concept, such
as two norms obliging the same agent to perform actions that cannot be performed at the same
time. Beirlaen and Straßer [2014] propose an abstract multiagent deontic logic for dealing with
obligation-obligation and obligation-permission conflicts. Benzmüller et al. [2018] propose a prac-
tical computational tool for legal and ethical reasoning regarding norms. They focus on three
types of reasoning: compliance checking deals with the current state being compliant with a set
of norms, consistency checking deals with the set of norms being consistent with each other, and
entailment checking deals with norms following a stated regulation. Such reasoning can be pro-
vided via classic theorem provers, and a case study regarding legal norms from the General Data
Protection Regulation is provided. In contrast with compliance checking and conflict resolution
approaches, where clear-cut conflicts can be resolved, we provide a means for agents to deal with
tradeoffs scenarios that arise among requirements. That is, rather than verifying whether a set of
norms satisfies a set of requirements, Nova enables agents to come up with a set of norms (starting
from an initial set of norms) that is acceptable to all the involved agents given the requirements
of the nMAS.

Interest-Based Negotiation. Interest-based negotiation [Fisher et al. 1983] is the closest to Nova.
Interest-based negotiation is based on the idea that agents’ underlying concerns may differ from
the issues they negotiate. In our work, the issues being negotiated (i.e., norms) are directly related
to such concerns (i.e., values) via the ontology. Rahwan et al. [2003] propose an interest-based ne-
gotiation approach where an agent evaluates an offer based on its impact on satisfying the agent’s
goal. Boella et al. [2009] propose a protocol for negotiating norms and sanctions with respect to
agents’ goals in social settings, e.g., online multiplayer games. To deal with the underlying con-
cerns of the negotiating parties, we adopt a value-based approach rather than reasoning about
agents’ goals. Our novelty comes from the systematic derivation of norm preference relations
based on individual norm components and the underlying domain ontology, accompanied by a
practical bidding strategy. Kollingbaum et al. [2006] focus on eliminating conflicts among nego-
tiating parties. We deal with conflicts that are not as clear-cut as the those in Kollingbaum et al.
[2006], since agents in our setting need concede to come to an agreement when tradeoffs are in-
volved. Whereas they propose a qualitative conflict resolution approach, our work introduces a
scoring function to evaluate the offers dynamically according to the values of the agent.

Norm Synthesis. Other authors discuss normative conflicts in the context of norm synthesis. Gü-
nay and Yolum [2013] discuss the feasibility of commitments, i.e., whether it is possible to satisfy
all (existing and prospective) commitments of an agent. They formulate feasibility as a constraint
satisfaction problem. Vasconcelos et al. [2009] propose a conflict resolution method, called norm
curtailment, that manipulates the constraints associated with norms, e.g., reduce the scope of a
prohibition to avoid conflict with an obligation. Zhang et al. [2016] discuss probabilistic commit-
ments in open environments with uncertainty. Ajmeri et al. [2016] propose Coco, a formalism to
express and reason about conflicting commitment instances at runtime, and dominance among
them. Coco employs Answer Set Programming to compute nondominated commitment instances
and uses [Alechina et al. 2013] framework to determine compliance of actions with nondominated
commitment instances. In contrast to resolving normative conflicts by adopting one norm or an-
other, a Nova agent can evaluate an offer using our proposed scoring function by analyzing the
components of a norm and then decide which components to revise based on the agent’s values.
Therefore, the agents can agree on new norms that were not considered originally.
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Kafalı and Yolum [2016] propose an approach for monitoring an agent’s interactions to deter-
mine whether the agent is progressing as expected. An agent verifies whether its expectations
are satisfiable by its current state. In their setting, agents are cooperative. In contrast, in our set-
ting agents’ requirements and expectations might be competing. Moreover, norms and normative
conflicts have been investigated in the context of verification. El-Menshawy et al. [2015] survey
research on verification, including model checking to monitor the satisfaction or violation of com-
mitments. Giannikis and Daskalopulu [2011] take a centralized perspective where reasoning on
contracts are performed by a single entity that has a global view of the environment.
In the context of agents cooperatively enacting business protocols, problems might arise and

the agents need to diagnose the cause of the problems in a timely manner, with the aim of solving
the problems either individually or cooperatively [Moubaiddin and Obeid 2013]. To verify whether
a business process (modelled with the standard BPMN notation, in which tasks can be related to
each other via different relations) is compliant with its requirements, that are set out as obligations,
Governatori [2013] proposes a conceptual framework to model normative requirements and dif-
ferent types of obligations (punctual and persistent). When checking for compliance, Governatori
assumes that the obligations are already in force as well as the tasks that make up the process, to
reason about violations and their possible compensations.

Argumentation. Dijkstra et al. [2007] present a multiagent framework that regulates the informa-
tion exchange between agents through negotiation dialogues. They define a set of negotiation
policies to determine how the agents act during the negotiation. For instance, if the opponent’s of-
fer includes an action that is prohibited by the agent, then the agent automatically rejects the offer.
If the offer is not compatible with the agent’s own interests, then the agent looks for additional
conditions and makes a counteroffer with such conditions. That is, by querying its knowledge
base, the agent finds the minimal set of conditions to add to the current offer so that the offer
becomes compatible with its interests. Whereas Dijsktra et al.’s negotiation policy relies on logic
and argumentation systems to generate justified or defensible arguments, our approach is based on
reasoning on preferences over agents’ values and heuristics for improving offers by also taking the
negotiation deadline into account. Furthermore, they do not compute a preference relation over
offers and accept any offer that is compatible with the agent’s own interests, similar to a constraint
satisfaction problem.
Argumentation frameworks have been applied in the context of legal norms [van der Torre and

Villata 2014] as well as social norms [Modgil and Luck 2008]. Modgil and Luck [2008] differenti-
ate between individual (desires) and normative goals of agents, and use BDI agents and dialogues
based onDung’s abstract argumentation framework [Dung 1995] to resolve conflicts among norms.
van der Torre and Villata [2014] use smoking regulations as a motivating example to reason about
deontic detachment; they provide a formal grammar for legal norms. Whereas such frameworks
can resolve clear-cut conflicts among norms via argumentation based attacks on individual norms
and finally adopting one of the initially stated norms, Nova is capable of generating new (com-
ponents of) norms via negotiation among agents. Riveret et al. [2019] combine probabilistic argu-
mentation and reinforcement learning to characterize various agent types, e.g., self-interested or
norm compliant. They measure values of arguments via a utility function, which the agents can
automatically learn by employing reinforcement learning. Extending Nova with reinforcement
learning would be an interesting future direction to investigate a series of negotiations where an
agent can learn from previous interactions.

Self-organization. As a result of our negotiation process among the agents, new norms might
emerge for the multiagent system in design. In that regard, Nova is relevant to self-organizing
multiagent systems. Morris-Martin et al. [2019] provide a literature survey on norm emergence
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and convergence. They describe norms as expected behaviour patterns that are acceptable to the
society as a whole. However, since societies change, norms need to be adapted accordingly. Norm
emergence is the result of a bottom-up approach, where agents learn appropriate actions based
on the observation of their previous interactions with other agents. Nova supports this type of
norm emergence, both at the design time where a multiagent system is first built as a result of
the negotiation among the involved agents, and at maintenance where agents might continue to
(re)negotiate due to additional changes in their environment.

Picard et al. [2015] propose Agamemnon, a decentralized governance process for adaptive mul-
tiagent systems. They adopt roles, social goals and norms for the multiagent system, and reactive
and proactive processes for agent reasoning. Agents can reorganize to adopt new contracts in their
environment. Their implementation is based on previously proposed frameworks (such as Moise,
Jason, Cartago, and Jacamo) and simulation experiments are provided on a smart parking scenario.
Whereas their concept of a norm is tightly coupled with a system requirement (e.g., norms state
quality of service related non-functional requirements in their scenario), their governance model—
especially the governance policy and adaptation components that are responsible for monitoring,
evaluating, and refining the system—can be adopted as a natural next step after the design of the
nMAS using Nova.
Aldewereld et al. [2016] discuss group norms and propose a compliance based reasoning mech-

anism for agents that are involved in a group norm. They differentiate between actors who should
achieve the goal stated by the norm, “responsibles” who are accountable for the norm (i.e., they are
sanctioned if the norm is violated), and addressees who might be actors or responsibles depend-
ing on the context of the norm. Whereas our norm formalization covers the above roles with the
subject and the object, and describe which individual agent is accountable to which other agent
and to what, extending Nova with group norms and adopting the negotiation process to involve
individual accountability in a given group norm would be an interesting direction for future work.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented Nova, an automated negotiation framework that tackles nMAS specification via
norm revision. Ourmain contribution is the handling of tradeoffs among stakeholder requirements
via automatic revision of norms using the domain ontology. In previous work, as explained in
Section 5, normative conflicts are resolved by adopting one norm or another. However, in Nova,
an agent can evaluate an offer using our proposed scoring function by analyzing the components
of a norm and then decide which components to revise based on the agent’s values. A negotiation
between two agents does not end with one of them adopting the other agent’s norm, but instead
with them coming up with a new norm that may include completely new components that are
not included in the initial norms from either agent. The agents use the domain ontology to reason
about such norm components and create revisions accordingly. An example of this process is given
in Figure 3—note that the agreed upon norm is not necessarily the “best” norm that either agent
had in mind initially, but a result of their respective concessions.
Various circumstances might affect the behavior of the agent and how it is perceived by its

opponent. The starting point for the generation of the agent’s norm-value graph is the opponent’s
initial offer. If the opponent offers the least desired outcome for the agent, then it might be time
consuming to generate the entire norm-value graph depending on the outcome space. In addition,
it leads the agent to concede slowly against the opponent and explore more options. Therefore,
the agent would be perceived less collaborative. If the opponent’s initial offer is relatively good
for the agent, then the search space will be narrowed down. The agent will still make the best
offers for itself but the opponent will perceive the agent more collaborative. As future work, we
are planning to analyze the behavior of the agent against different human strategies.
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We acknowledge several directions for future work. Offers can be extended to include additional
nMAS components beyond norms such as technical mechanisms and domain assumptions. Cur-
rent experimental setup can be extended to involve additional agents (more than two) and norms
(more than one) in the negotiation process. A number of additional baseline strategies can be in-
cluded to compare against altruistic, selfish, and random agents. Such comparisons may involve
agent-agent simulations with large number of runs to achieve statistical significance of results.
Moreover, a large-scale human participant experiment can be conducted drawing upon our find-
ings, which may include human–human negotiations to compare against. Dsouza et al. [2013]
present a negotiation approach where negotiation participants can ask about their opponent’s
private objectives in a repeated negotiation setting. Their results show that disclosing such objec-
tives leads to more beneficial agreement outcomes for the participants. Inspired from this work,
we can extend our agent strategy to provide supporting information, e.g., disclosing the values
they prioritize, why the given offer is not acceptable for them.

APPENDICES

A WEB-BASED NEGOTIATOR

We developed a web-based negotiator tool, called Nova Negotiation Simulator (Figure 4) to test our
use-case scenario with human participants.

Fig. 4. Web-based negotiator.

A.1 Negotiator Agent Selection Page

In the beginning of the simulation the participants should fill his/her name and surname and select
an negotiation agent. There are two types agent in our simulation. The “opponent-1” represents
“baseline agent,” and the second type of agent is “opponent-2” represents the “nova agent.” In order
for the participants to evaluate the two different strategies in an unbiased manner, the information
about which agent applied which strategy was hidden from them.
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A.2 Negotiation Process

After the negotiator agent selection, the negotiation process between the participant and the
agent begins. The participant makes the first bid according to the preferences order given to him.
To construct a bid, there are four drop-downs at the bottom of the screen (Figure 5). From these
drop-downs, the participants should select a subject, a norm, a consequent, and an antecedent
in, respectively. These selections will converted to a bid representation internally that agent
can compute. These selections are internally converted into a norm representation (Definition 2.1).

Fig. 5. Bid construction.

Fig. 6. Accept the opponent’s last offer or produce a counteroffer.
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Then the negotiator agent can process and evaluate this proposed norm. According to proposed
norm, the agent either propose a new bid or accept the participant’s offer.
If the agent proposes a new bid, then the participant will observe the new bid via chat screen.

After that, the two selection buttons will appear at the bottom of the screen for the participant to
choose either accepting the bid of the agent or continuing the negotiation (Figure 6).

A.3 Evaluation Page

The negotiation continues until one of the negotiators accept a bid or 5 minutes deadline ended.
After negotiation process ended the evaluation page will be shown. The participant will evaluate
satisfaction level of the agreement by using stars in the middle of the screen. Then the experiment
will be over for this setup.

B MATERIALS NEEDED FOR THE EXPERIMENTS

Next, we describe the instructions given to the participants in the challenging setting (Group1) and
the concession setting (Group2).

B.1 Nova Experiment Instructions for Group1—Challenging Setting

In this experiment, we will be simulating the negotiation between a hospital administration
(HA) and a government agency (GA) to reach a norm for regulating the access to patients’ data.

The HA has privacy concerns. Therefore, it may try to restrict the GA’s access to patients’ data
under certain conditions, e.g., written consent from the patient or warrant, and so on, and not
willing to easily permit the GA to access patients’ data. To the contrary, the GA values national
security more than patient privacy, thus will try to access patients’ data whenever possible with
minimal restrictions.

Group 1 Role Profile: Group 1 will play the role of the GA and try to get a norm from the HA
that provides flexible access to patients’ data. During the negotiation, the bids of the Group 1 will
consist of the following items:

• For “Subject”: You should prefer Government Agency to Government Officer for authoriza-

tion (i.e., may). In addition, you will be pretty okay with “Everyone” when it is authorization.
When the norm is prohibition (i.e, should not), your preferences are opposite.
• For “Norm”: You strictly prefer “may” over “should not.”
— “may” : authorize the selected subject to perform the selected actions [What] under the

selected conditions [Condition];
— or “should not” : prohibit the selected subject from performing the selected actions [What]

under the selected conditions [Condition].
• For “What”:
— You prefer “modify” to “share” and “share” is preferred over “access”. (modify > share >

access)
— Patient records cover both personal information and medical treatment data. Personal in-

formation is more useful for the case rather than medical treatment data. Therefore, you
prefer patient records to personal information and prefer personal information to medical
history. (patient records > personal information > medical history)

• For “When”: The preferences on when conditions are listed below:
Always > Patient is involved in a criminal case > Duty on Patient Case > Case concerns
national security > Police has warrant > Patient gives consent.
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The goal of the participants of Group 1 is to reach an agreement in 5 minutes and the minimum
acceptance condition specified below. Although this outcome would be acceptable for you, you
would prefer to get a stronger authorization from the HA.

Minimumacceptable norm forGroup1: The GA as awhole department or a single government
officer (GO) from the GA should be able to access any patients’ data without further restrictions
(e.g., no need to obtain consent or warrant). Note that modifying or sharing data naturally involves
accessing the data.
Steps for the Experiment:

(1) Please study the scenario carefully and when you are ready follow the link to the application:
(2) Enter your name and choose “Opponent-2.” Please recall that you have only 5 minutes to

complete your negotiation. When you click “Start Negotiation” button, negotiation starts. It
is recommended to check your time before clicking the Start Negotiation button.

(3) After your negotiation, please fill in the questionnaire form.
(4) Now you will do another negotiation. Enter your name and choose “Opponent-1.” Please

recall that you have only 5 minutes to complete your negotiation. When you click “Start
Negotiation” button, negotiation starts. It is recommended to check your time before clicking
the Start Negotiation button.

(5) After your negotiation, please fill in the questionnaire form.

B.2 Nova Experiment Instructions for Group2—Concession Setting

In this experiment, we will be simulating the negotiation between a HA and a GA to reach a norm
for regulating the access to patients’ data.
The HA has privacy concerns. Therefore, it may try to restrict the GA’s access to patients’ data

under certain conditions, e.g., written consent from the patient or warrant, and so on, and not
willing to easily permit the GA to access patients’ data. To the contrary, the GA values national
security more than patient privacy, thus will try to access patients’ data whenever possible with
minimal restrictions.

Group 2 Role Profile: Group 2 will play the role of the GA and try to get a norm from the HA
that provides flexible access to patients’ data. During the negotiation, the bids of the Group 2 will
consist of following items:

• For “Subject”: You should prefer Government Agency to Government Officer for authoriza-

tion (i.e., may). In addition, you will be pretty okay with “Everyone” when it is authorization.
When the norm is prohibition (i.e., should not), your preferences are opposite.
• For “Norm”: You strictly prefer “may” over “should not.”
— “may” : authorize the selected subject to perform the selected actions [What] under the

selected conditions [Condition];
— or “should not” : prohibit the selected subject from performing the selected actions [What]

under the selected conditions [Condition].
• For “What”:
— You prefer “modify” to “share” and “share” is preferred over “access”. (modify > share >

access)
— Patient records cover both personal information and medical treatment data. Personal in-

formation is more useful for the case rather than medical treatment data. Therefore, you
prefer patient records to personal information and prefer personal information to medical
history. (patient records > personal information > medical history)
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• For “When”: The preferences on when conditions are listed below:
Always > Patient is involved in a criminal case > Duty on Patient Case > Case concerns
national security > Police has warrant > Patient gives consent.

The goal of the participants of Group 2 is to reach an agreement in 5 minutes and the minimum
acceptance condition specified below. Although this outcome would be acceptable for you, you
would prefer to get a stronger authorization from the HA.

Minimum acceptable norm for Group2: It would be sufficient even if a single GO from the GA
may access patients’ data and the GA will be willing to present a case on national security to the
hospital (e.g., Patients is involved in a criminal case, case concerns national security) but cannot
provide consent or warrant.

Steps for the Experiment:

(1) Please study the scenario carefully and when you are ready follow the link to the application:
https://pasta-framework.firebaseapp.com/

(2) Enter your name and choose “Opponent-2.” Please recall that you have only 5 minutes to

complete your negotiation. When you click “Start Negotiation” button, negotiation starts. It
is recommended to check your time before clicking the Start Negotiation button.

(3) After your negotiation, please fill in the questionnaire form.
(4) Now you will do another negotiation. Enter your name and choose “Opponent-1.” Please

recall that you have only 5 minutes to complete your negotiation. When you click “Start
Negotiation” button, negotiation starts. It is recommended to check your time before clicking
the Start Negotiation button.

(5) After your negotiation, please fill in the questionnaire form.

B.3 Questionnaire

Q1: The Name of The Participant
Q2: Which group did participant play for? It can be either Group1 or Group2
Q3: Which opponent did the participant negotiate with? It can be either Opponent 1 or Oppo-

nent 2
Q4: Is the participant confident about his/her negotiation skills? (Rating between 1 and 7)
Q5: Were the instructions provided to the participant for the experimental negotiation clear?

(Rating between 1 and 7)
Q6: Was it easy to decide what to offer during the negotiation? (Rating between 1 and 7)
Q7: Select bidding strategy were you used during the negotiation.
O1: Time-based Concession (i.e., starting with the most desired offer and conceding over time)
O2: Boulware (i.e., insisting on my best offer but starting to concede when deadline is ap-

proaching)
O3: Tit for Tat (i.e., mimicking my opponent’s moves and acting accordingly)
O4: Hardheaded (i.e., insisting on my best offer and never conceding)
O5: Random Dancer (i.e., making my bids randomly)
O6: Conceder (i.e., starting with a reasonable offer and conceding over time)

Q8: Select acceptance strategy were you used in the negotiation:
O1: I did not accept my opponent’s offer
O2: I accepted my opponent’s offer since it was as good as my current offer.
O3: I accepted my opponent’s offer since it met my minimum acceptance condition.
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O4: I accepted my opponent’s offer even though it did not meet my minimum acceptance
condition

Q9: Did I take the opponent’s values into account (such as patient privacy, or hospital reputation)
when making your offers? (Yes or No question)

Q10: The opponent negotiated in a way that made sense to me. (Rating between 1 and 7)
Q11: The opponent was sensitive to my values such as national security. (Rating between 1 and

7)
Q12: The opponent collaborated with me to reach an agreement. (Rating between 1 and 7)
Q13: Select acceptance strategy were you used in the negotiation:

O1: Time-based Concession (i.e., starting with the most desired offer and conceding over time)
O2: Boulware (i.e., insisting on my best offer but starting to concede when deadline is ap-

proaching)
O3: Tit for Tat (i.e., mimicking my opponent’s moves and acting accordingly)
O4: Hardheaded (i.e., insisting on my best offer and never conceding)
O5: Random Dancer (i.e., making my bids randomly)
O6: Conceder (i.e., starting with a reasonable offer and conceding over time)

Q14: Select acceptance strategy were you used in the negotiation:
O1: She did not accept my offer
O2: It was as good as her current offer.
O3: It met her minimum acceptance condition.
O4: Even though it did not meet her minimum acceptance condition.

Q15: My opponent was negotiating like a human. (Rating between 1 and 7)
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